FreeNAS - Bug #62262
Update plex plugins to 1.14.x
12/06/2018 07:17 AM - Magnus Magnusman

Status:

Done

Priority:

No priority

Assignee:

Martin Wilke

Category:

OS

Target version:

Master - FreeNAS Nightlies

Seen in:

11.2-RELEASE

Needs Merging:

No

Severity:

New

Needs Automation:

No

Reason for Closing:

Support Suite Ticket: n/a

Reason for Blocked:

Hardware
Configuration:

Needs QA:

No

Needs Doc:

No

ChangeLog
Required:

No

Description
Plex server was updated to 1.13.8.5395
Plex pass to 1.13.9.5439
Both are actually around 1.14.0.5470
It looks on updating new versions weren't checked for which is a innocent mistake given all the work that needed doing for the
release.
History
#1 - 12/09/2018 12:09 PM - Dru Lavigne
- Subject changed from Plex plugin was mistakinely updated to a out of date verion to Update plex plugins to 1.14.x
- Category changed from Middleware to OS
- Assignee changed from Release Council to Martin Wilke
- Target version changed from Backlog to 11.2-U2

#2 - 12/11/2018 10:26 AM - Magnus Magnusman
Ok i do understand that things get busy but this can't keep happening.
11.2 is a release version yet the plex plugin is months out of date which is something that repeatedly happens in freenas now.
The clients don't stop getting updates which ends up causing compatibly and feature problems with the outdated servers.
The response is lets push it back another month and a half.
This rather defeats the purpose of having these types of plugins in freenas in the first place if there going to be in a constant state of outdated
software.
If this is going to remain the state of things then what is the point in having plugins in the first place when they are going to remain constantly out of
date.
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#3 - 12/19/2018 06:47 AM - Dru Lavigne
- Status changed from Unscreened to Done
- Target version changed from 11.2-U2 to Master - FreeNAS Nightlies
- Needs QA changed from Yes to No
- Needs Doc changed from Yes to No
- Needs Merging changed from Yes to No

Magnus: these plugins have been updated today to:
PlexMediaServer updated from 1.13.8.5395 to 1.14.0.5470 as a bugfix release.
PlexMediaServer (PlexPass) updated from 1.13.9.5439 to 1.14.1.5487 which fixes some bugs, including a FreeBSD-specific bug.
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